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begin in thehighlands of Guatemala (near
the origin of the Grijalva-also considered
by some as a possible candidate for the
River Sidon-which runs northward to the
west of the Usumacinta and rejoins it near
the Gulf), meanders along the adjoining
borders of Guatemala and Mexico past the
ancient Maya sites of Altar de Sacrificios
and Yaxchilan, until the Guatemala border
turns eastward just past Piedras Negras.
1 The last leg of the journey passes through a
l flat plain to the Gulf.
l In ancient times, the river was used both
l for travel and for trade, although faced with
l challenges such as fast currents, sometimes
l impassible rapids, and the rise and fall of
l the water level. Today a dam proposed
along the river at Boca del Cerro (located
straight east of Palenque) is a threat to the
y~
sites south, including Piedras Negas and
Yaxchilan.
The University of Texas at Austin sponl sored this annual event, led by David Stuart
l who has served as director of the
p~
l Mesoamerican program since 2005, followl ing in the footsteps of Linda Schele who
Report on the 31st
l began the meetings in 1976. Those original
l sessions were centered more around an
Maya Meetings
l open exchange of ideas and impromptu
l sharing, a concept totally new to the field in
l which scholars tend to protect their work
By Shirley R. Heater
l and are reluctant to share. Linda set the
l example making her work openly available
hen the focus of the 2007
l for use by scholars. Out of that atmosphere
Maya Meetings was
l came tremendous growth in knowledge and
announced, excitement and l understanding about the hieroglyphs that
anticipation was high-the
would otherwise never have happened, or at
selected ancient "river cities" are located
least would have taken much longer. One
along the middle and upper Usumacinta
comment heard this year was that there
River, which many believe to be the River
seemed to be less of that kind of exchange
Sidon in The Book of Mormon .
in the sessions than there used to be. Thus,
Rio Usumacinta is the largest river in
it was a thrill during the very last session
Mesoamerica. With origins into the highl on Sunday that members of the audience
lands of Guatemala, the waters are joined
l began to speak up and contribute their
along the journey northward by Rfos
l insights, knowledge and expertise on the
Lacantun, Chixoy, Pasion and Salinas, as
l subject at hand. I was awed to realize just
well as other smaller tributaries, until it
1 how many of the audience around where I
empties in the Gulf of Mexico. Headwaters ~ sat were well-known archaeologists! Voices
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spoke up from all over the auditorium
adding their specific point that further
enhanced the presentation.
The sessions opened on Friday covering
new research and reports from the field.
Sites and themes included Calakmul and its
murals, imagery depicting the sun god symbolism at Yaxchilan, Palenque, San Bartolo
and others, the present-day Lacandon and
their relationship with the ruins at Palenque
and Yaxchilan, and a contemporary look at
the river region.
Saturday and Sunday, the presentations
on the threesubject sites yielded many new
details. David Stuart's contribution centered
around the place names and political relationships/royal houses of Piedras Negra and
Yaxchilan with other peripheral locals. Of
most interest was his treatment of the second of the two Emblem Glyphs at
Yaxchilan-Muluc-never
using the name,
referring to it instead as "the second glyph,"
"the second one," "the other entity," etc.,
and calling into question the previous translation of this glyph. Sherrie Smith will
report on this in the next issue of glyph
notes so you won't want to miss that!

I was awed to realizejust
how many of the audience
aroundwhereI sat were
well-knownarchaeologists!
We learned of spatial patterning and political boundaries that revealed a picture of
complex interactions and influence, particularly relating to Regional Capitals
(Yaxchilan, Piedras Negras, Pomona) , with
new information on the secondary centers
under their domain. One of the most exciting presentations covered Pre-Classic secondary centers (c 500 BC-AD 250) which
were not only fortified but abandoned at the
end of that period. This information draContinued on page 2.
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west toward Palenque;
it was called a "great
kingdom" by archaeologist Peter
Matthews. One of the
most interesting
details was an early
date which correlates
to AD 41 referring to
Ruler 1. Following a
gap, dates associated
with subsequent rulers
continue at AD 179,
AD 297, AD 305, AD
435 and 453, on
through to AD 830.
Usumacinta River winding its way from the highlands of Guatemala
Much more work
into the lowlands of Mexico .
remains to be done at
this site, and we look
rnatically coincides with the
forward to the results in the future.
NephitelLamanite war and Nephite expulAs new details emerge from the Presion from the Land Southward. We look
Classic period in the Maya area, it is excitforward to Lyle Smith's article in the next
ing to see the correspondence to The Book
glyph notes which will introduce details
of Mormon events, adding growing confiron these sites and their Book of Mormon
mation of the history in its pages.
correlation. As a side note, other sites
For more information, consult the followalong the Usumacinta River region show
ing websites:
an interestingly consistent accession of
www .utmaya .org
www.mesoweb.com/pair/journal
rulers after the Nephites have fled to the
Land Northward.
www.famsi.org/reports
The final presentation on Sunday also
proved to be very informative on the
recently excavated site of Pomona. Located
just west of the Usumacinta River in a
smaller river valley which runs directly
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Series of Classes
2nd PSI
7:00pm
Crysler
TuesdaySouth
Restoration Branch
Fellowship Hall
lndependence,MC>

Feb.27•
May29

See Presenters and
Topics in Jan/Feb issue
(subject to change)
Contact Don Beebe at
816-796-4094,
or Lyle Smith at
816-229-5192
for more information.
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I strongly believe that you can
never say "thank you" too much.
So, Thank You, Thank You, Thank
You to all who have helped support
PSI over the past year. Although
our contributions for the past year
have dropped drastically and have
not kept pace with rising costs, we
truly appreciate each gift. We recognize that budgets are tight for
most families and that pleas for
monetary support continue to pour
in from all directions. In previous
years, PSI faced the possibility of
not being able to continue publication of its newsletter glyph notes,
but our supporters came throughand we trust that this will be the
case again . If you have not already
done so, won't you please take a
moment to update your subscription to the newsletter now? A selfaddressed envelope is provided in
this issue for your convenience .
Again , we thank each and every
one of you who have been faithful
supporters of Book of Mormon
research over the years. As is
penned in the song, WeLimit Not
the Truth of God, "The Lord hath
yet more light and truth to break
forth from his word" (Hymns of the
Restoration, p.197).
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